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SUMMARY
The 34th global edition of World AI & RPA Show
supported by KORIKA and IAIS concluded
with 2 days of the power-packed conference
that served as a key catalyst for Jakarta’s bold
vision of leveraging innovation and technology
to diversify its goals by bringing together
government officials & inspirational line-up
of Artificial Intelligence experts & solution
providers on the 8th & 9th of June.
The show brought together over 350+
delegates & 45+ exception tech leaders as
speakers from across the globe including major
stakeholders of Jakarta’s digital ecosystem.
The theme for the conference was premised
on helping key government entities and private
enterprises that develop a comprehensive
Artificial Intelligence roadmap by assessing
sectors of critical infrastructure emerging
technologies can be a strategic enabler to
boost the nation’s economic competitiveness.

350+
ATTENDEES

45+
SPEAKERS

10+

EXHIBITORS

87%

DECISION MAKERS

500+
REGISTRATIONS

DAY-1

Opening
Keynote

Prof. Dr.
Hammam Riza
Principal Expert National
Research and Innovation
Agency (BRIN) President of
KORIKA, Indonesia

TECH
TALK

Road to be the best mortgage bank in
South-East Asia by optimizing the AI technology

The key aspect discussed in this session was about the banks
to be relevant, and that artificial intelligence technologies
must be widely used. These technologies are becoming more
and more essential to the world we live in.
He also spoke about providing end-to-end solutions and
top-notch service through digital innovation, to become
the financial partner to stakeholders within the housing
ecosystem, and to increase shareholder value by focusing on
sustainable profitability growth as a blue-chip company with
sound risk management principles.

Leveraging Digital Transformation through
Indonesia’s AI National Strategy

Prof. Dr. Hammam Riza briefly outlined on how AI National
Strategy can help increasing digital-savvy workforce. He
discussed about Global AI Strategy Landscape, virtual
courts, paperless budgets, digital signatures, payments and
cashless transactions.
The government is really serious in taking a step forward for
transforming Indonesia digitally, they are looking for most of the
contributing factors of digital transformation like digital economy,
effectiveness, efficiency of public services, social welfare, educations,
health, commerce and certainly the media.”

Indra
Hidayatullah

Data Management &
Analytics, Division Head,
PT Bank Tabungan
Negara (Persero) Tbk

PANEL DISCUSSION
Artificial Intelligence to Accelerate Economy and drive Digital Transformation
PANELLISTS:
Setiaji Setiaji

Chief of Digital
Transformation Office
Ministry of Health of the
Republic of Indonesia

Dr. Lukas

Co-founder and
Chairperson
Indonesia AI Society

Dr. Ir. Firdaus
Basbeth

Director of Publication
and Marketing, KORIKA

Ibu Shinta
Nurhariyanti

Head of interoperability,
big data and artificial
intelligence team
Department of
Communication and
Informatics - Republic
of Indonesia

In this panel discussion, Ichwan Peryana, being the moderator of the session, commenced
the discussion by introducing the speaker to the panel. The panelists made the panel table
interesting by giving an insight on how businesses can be future-ready for a digital world, how to
Integrate artificial intelligence (AI) at the heart of a company’s business and operational models
and how digital revolution’s frontiers are being pushed farther by recent advancements like facial
recognition and related innovations.

MODERATOR:
Ichwan Peryana
Co-Founder & CTO,
Pinjam Modal

PANEL DISCUSSION
Creating a data-fluent world with Artificial Intelligence

PANELLISTS:
Kirill Odintsov

Head of Data Science
Home Credit Indonesia

Kevin Lim

Regional Vice President,
SEATH, Dataiku

Bima Tjahja

SVP Data, Bukalapak

MODERATOR:
Sonny Supriyadi

SVP - Head, Pricing and
Data Analytics
Maybank

The panel featured high-profile speakers and professionals who discussed the impact of
creating a data-fluent world with Artificial Intelligence, how AI developments are helping
to solve data wrangling challenges and automate the data analytics process, how creating
an innovation culture and Data-Driven decision making at all levels of the organization, how
to leverage data and AI to transform your business at scale, The panel also discussed how to
optimize business outcomes with prescriptive analytics, data science and data analytics.

Industry XAI: Transparency and Responsibility in
Keynote Artificial Intelligence

Dr. Lukas

Co-founder and
Chairperson
Indonesia AI Society

Dr. Lukas provided a quick overview of the significance of XAI to
the AI community and how the explanations of AI models have
the potential to increase the reliability, compliance, effectiveness,
fairness, and robustness of our AI systems, which could increase
adoption and business value. He also spoke on responsible AI, which
he defined as the practice of designing, developing, and deploying
AI with the purpose of empowering employees and businesses
and having a fair impact on customers and society. This enables
businesses to build trust and confidently scale AI.
Data is not only something which is captured or processed by the
machine but we also need the context of it and machine learning is
moving forward to be able to understand the meaning of the data”

TECH Driving Analytic Maturity: Scale the Impact
TALK of Analytics Across the Organization
Suganthi started her keynote with a vision for the future that was both
futuristic and passionate. She demonstrates on how smart organisations
want to make more decisions based on data and analytics, yet only a
small percentage of these judgments actually succeed. 99 percent of
firms, according to a recent research, are investing in big data and AI
technology, yet just 23 percent claim to be data-driven.
Data in diverse formats must first be merged before they can be used for
machine learning, therefore storing data in different formats does not
always make discovery easier. Data integration becomes more difficult
as a result of the data infrastructure’s increasingly scattered nature in
today’s businesses.

Suganthi
Shivkumar
Vice President,
Asia, Alteryx

Fireside Chat
Embracing the cloud computing technology to leverage digital technologies
SpeakerS:
Rudi Adianto

VP, Engineering & Data
Alodokter

Rhezandra
Priatama

Chief Technology Officer
Sekolah.mu

MODERATOR:
Lady Kautsar

Researcher, Ministry of
Agriculture

In this fireside discussion, Lady Kautsar, being the moderator of the session, commenced by
introducing the speakers to the audience to chat on the interesting topic: Embracing the cloud
computing technology to leverage digital technologies.
They highlighted the insights on how to improve productivity, lower costs, and increase
scalability in an organization’s journey, how cloud can help businesses, especially small and
medium enterprises (SMEs) to digitally transform their operations and how AI and cloud
computing work hand in hand.

Industry
Keynote How can you accelerate AI/ML initiatives?

Katrina
Briedis

Sr. Product Marketing
Manager, APAC
Denodo, Australia

Katrina, in her tech talk says that, data lakes are used by many
organisations to support machine learning because they allow for
the collection of substantial amounts of data from many sources,
including both structured and unstructured sources, and the storage
of the data in its original format.
She also emphasised on the use of data virtualization, a
contemporary data integration approach that enables real-time data
integration without the need for physical replication of the data and
the benefits provided by taking logical approach to data science.
Data is essential at every stage of the Data Science life cycle, from
conception to deployment.”

TECH
TALK AI Workbench
Benedikta Satya shared her thoughts on GCP Capabilities with
specializations in areas such as work transformation, infrastructure,
cloud migration, and data analytics.
She spoke about planogram compliance, smart analytics, and
natural language processing. She also covered use cases for
customised AI capabilities before discussing how to use AI
Workbench’s power to develop, deploy, and scale ML models more
quickly using both pre-trained and unique tooling.
Leverage the power of AI workbench to build, deploy, and scale ML
models faster, with pre-trained and custom tooling.

Benedikta
Satya
Country Director,
Searce

Industry Building AI products & capabilities in
Keynote Jakarta Smart City & Public Sector

Juan
Kanggrawan
Head of Data Analytics
Jakarta Smart City

Juan began by providing a quick overview of how Jakarta has
developed as a smart city, outlining its structure, which included
smart government, smart branding, smart economics, smart
transportation, smart environment, and smart data.
Additionally, he gave a specific illustration of data analytics, digital
goods, data varieties, data maturity, APIs, and data success stories.
He also provided information on the framework for Indonesia’s
national artificial intelligence policy.
We must synchronise our efforts to guarantee that the most recent
technological developments can effectively deliver on existing
government KPIs and, ultimately, to citizens and all other essential
partners in the eco system.”

Data maturity is driven by work force capability; we need
to take action as individuals and as organisations to truly
establish pervasive data capabilities across the firm in
order to reach that analytic nirvana stage faster than our
competition.”

Suganthi Shivkumar
Vice President, Asia, Alteryx

DAY-2

TECH Power Your Organization Forward with the
TALK Data Cloud

Satchit
Joglekar
Regional Director,
ASEAN Emerging
Markets, Snowflake,
Singapore

OPENING
GOVERNMENT
KEYNOTE

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a
critical component of indonesia’s
technological landscape

In his keynote session, Dr. Eng Hary discussed the potential
application of AI technology in Indonesia’s many sectors, such as the
health sector, where he discussed the provision of dashboards for
health resilience and the detection and prediction of sickness. He
also discussed the bureaucracy reform, which included big data and
robotic process automation (RPA) technologies, government service
chatbot platforms, and government policy sentiment analysis.
The strategy for developing human resources in the sphere of digital
technology would call for intensive training programmes for top-level
management in both public and private institutions.”

Satchit showed an interesting take on why it’s important to power your
organization forward with the data cloud. He spoke about the unified
system connecting companies and data providers to relevant data for
their business, data cloud.
He gave insights on the benefits of Data Cloud, elements of the data
cloud, and Snowflake’s platform which is a unified architecture that
allows to integrate data from a wide range of data sources.
Your business cannot rely on a platform that requires manual
intervention to not just keep it running but keep it running optimally.
You need automations to operate at scale, stay up and running no
matter what, and continually optimize costs so you can do more.

Dr. Eng. Hary
Budiarto
Chairman of Research
and Talent Development
Agency Ministry of ICT
Indonesia

PANEL DISCUSSION
Redefining Customer Experience (CX) with Artificial Intelligence (AI)

PANELLISTS:
Michel Hamilton

Chief Strategy,
Transformation & Digital
Officer, Maybank
Indonesia

Shitalkumar R.
Sukhdeve

Senior Data Scientist
(AVP), PT Smartfren
Telecom Tbk

Rajesh Grover

Group VP- Digital and
Omnichannel
Kanmo Group

Aldila Septiadi

Head of Marketing
Technology, PT. Erajaya
Swasembada, Tbk

Tauhid Abddul
Jalil

Principal Consultant,
Southeast Asia Laiye

In this panel discussion, Kai, being the moderator of the session, commenced the by introducing
the speakers to the audience to give their insights on redefining customer experience with Artificial
Intelligence.
The key aspects discussed in the session were on the topics like why Artificial Intelligence is a must
have tech to enhance CX, how intelligent automation is achieved by integrating the power of Artificial
Intelligence with Robotic Process Automation, how to implement conversational AI effectively and
improve customer service in the post-covid era, and the role of technological advancement in economic
recovery and expansion.

MODERATOR:
Kai (Kailash)
Raghuwanshi

Co-Founder & CEO
Paygua

Industry The Future of AI - Augmented
Keynote Intelligence & Metaverse

Edmund
Situmorang
Head of Artificial
Intelligence
Sinarmas Mining

Industry
Keynote

Artificial Intelligence is a central piece of
digital transformation

Bambang, in his keynote address, gave insights on the significance
of artificial intelligence and challenges the country face, how the
Indonesian government will implement artificial intelligence in its
ecosystem, and how the digital transformation of Indonesia can
boost the economy.
Digital transformation is important, but the key success for digital
transformation to achieve its goal is to change or transform the
mindset of people and educate them for this era.”

In his keynote presentation, Edmund gave discussed the future
of artificial intelligence and how augmented intelligence
and metaverse will play a role in it, why brands need to start
implementing them now, and also why half of all workers will
need to be retrained by 2025.
AI will automate many repetitive and sometimes dangerous tasks
like data entry and assembly line manufacturing. The technology
will also change the nature of work for many other jobs, allowing
workers to focus on higher-value and higher-touch tasks that
often require interpersonal interactions.

Bambang
Dwi Anggono
Director of e-Government
Department of
Communications and
Informatics - Republic of
Indonesia

PANEL DISCUSSION
How AI and Automation can drive a customer-centric Environment
PANELLISTS:
Muhamad Erza
Aminanto

Senior Research
Scientist
Jakarta Smart City

Amit Panda

Group Head of Data
and Analytics
Sinarmas Financial
(SMMA) Group

Jean-marc
Provost

Director Digital and
Conversational AI
Genesys

MODERATOR:

In this panel discussion, Eva being the moderator of the session commenced the discussion by
introducing the speakers who are involved in services like data analytics and conversational AI.
The central theme of this discussion was on How AI and Automation can drive a customer-centric
Environment, the revolution in CX with the introduction of Conversational AI, the cause and cure
of point solution chaos, a roadmap for government to become digital leaders and how Data and
AI are the accelerators of CX.

Eva Dormauli

Assistant Vice
President Sales for
Small and Medium
Division BRI, PT. Bank
Rakyat Indonesia
Persero Tbk

Industry Knowledge Growing System: Improving Business
Keynote Intelligence with Cognitive Artificial Intelligence

Prof. Dr. Ir.
Arwin Sumari
Colonel, Senior Officer,
IDAF Adjunct Professor,
Politeknik Negeri Malang

Prof. Dr. Ir. Arwin discussed his observations regarding the 2nd
Operation Command Implementing Unit of the Indonesian Air
Force, which is tasked with organising operation support to the
units in the context of carrying out air operation tasks as well as
preparing and coaching the units under its command. He gave a
thorough understanding of the business dynamics that serves as
the foundation for decision-making that can be obtained by using
KGS to develop knowledge.
Knowledge is produced by the computation of the fused data
information as well as the computation of the fused data or
information that is provided by some or all of the sense organs.

Closing The benefit of Big data and how we use
Keynote them in a financial institution
Kirill in his keynote provided a briefing on how big data can aid in
decision-making that addresses client convenience, quicker decisionmaking, and smarter decision-making and how it can be helpful in
many areas. He provided tips on combining big data sources, such as
joining predictors from different data sources and avoiding redundant
or duplicate predictors. He gave insights on model construction using
input from submodels and about cost-benefit analysis and the use of
external data in Indonesia for risk modelling.
Many departments might benefit from using big data, but risk
management has seen the most use thus far because of more experience
and the advantages of better decision-making are greater.”

Kirill
Odintsov

Head of Data Science,
Home Credit Indonesia

PANEL DISCUSSION
Indonesia calls to invest in Artificial Intelligence and Digitalization

PANELLISTS:
Aryo Adinugroho
General Partner, SNM
Ventures

Nazier Ariffin

VP of Investments &
Business Advisory
Telkomsel Investments

Samuel Nahusuly
Investor, Insignia
Ventures Partners

Rexi Christopher

Venture Partner, Init-6

MODERATOR:

In this panel discussion, Kai being the moderator of the session commenced the discussion
by introducing the speakers who are involved in the venture capital and focus on emerging
technology projects with real world applications.
The central theme of this discussion was on Indonesia’s call to invest in Artificial Intelligence
and digitalization determining how to beef up portfolios with new investments in innovative
technology, how AI will help accelerate the Indonesian economy’s growth, How can investment
in Artificial Intelligence help Indonesia stay competitive with the International competitors and
What are the primary criteria for investments in AI and other innovative technologies?

Kai (Kailash)
Raghuwanshi

Co-Founder &
CEO, Paygua

Testimonials

Exchanging ideas at an event like this really
opens up our thinking and helps us to think
about things differently. It was a great event.
Satchit Joglekar

It’s been exciting, and interesting, and we
think there is lots of opportunity here, which
is great.
Katrina Briedis

At the World AI Show, I think that
the few things that stood out for
me and brought out aha moments
were: Firstly, the full house on both
days; and Secondly, I also like the
way Trescon has organised the
event, from entry, to networking,
to meals, to whole arrangements.
Everything looked really grand
and really welcoming. The fact
that a second day also shows a full
house of attendees is very telling
of the quality of the panels, of the
speakers, and of the programme
in itself. There is a lot to take away,
and I hope that we get to engage
with a lot of people who attended
our sessions and carry forward the
conversations.

Suganthi Shivkumar

SPEAKERS

PROF. DR. HAMMAM RIZA
Principal Expert,
National Research and
Innovation Agency (BRIN)
President of KORIKA
Indonesia

DR. LUKAS

Co-founder and Chairperson,
Indonesia AI Society
Indonesia

DR. ENG. HARY BUDIARTO

Chairman of Research and Talent
Development Agency,
Ministry of ICT
Indonesia

IBU SHINTA NURHARIYANTI

Head of Interoperability, Big Data
and Artificial Intelligence Team,
Department of Communication
and Informatics - Republic of
Indonesia
Indonesia

BAMBANG DWI ANGGONO

Director of e-Government,
Department of Communications
and Informatics, Republic of
Indonesia
Indonesia

KEVIN LIM

Regional Vice President, SEATH
Dataiku
Singapore

SETIAJI

Chief of Digital Transformation
Office, Minister of Health of The
Republic of Indonesia
Indonesia

INDRA HIDAYATULLAH

Data Management & Analytics
Division Head,
PT Bank Tabungan Negara
(Persero) Tbk
Indonesia

JUAN KANGGRAWAN
Head of Data Analytics,
Jakarta Smart City
Indonesia

SONNY SUPRIYADI

SVP. Head, Pricing and Data
Analytics,
Maybank Indonesia
Indonesia

SPEAKERS

Head of AI,
Sinarmas Mining
Indonesia

MICHEL HAMILTON

Chief of Strategy, Transformation
and Digital Officer,
Maybank Indonesia
Indonesia

ARDYA DIPTA NANDAVIRI

BIMA TJAHJA

ANDIKA RACHMAN

KIRILL ODINTSOV

KAI (KAILASH)
RAGHUWANSHI

ALEXANDER MARTINUS
CHRISTIAN

ICHWAN PERYANA

SUGANTHI SHIVKUMAR

EDMUND SITUMORANG

Head of Data Science,
Home Credit Indonesia
Indonesia

Co-Founder & CEO,
Paygua
Indonesia

Data Science Manager,
Consumer Platform,
Gojek
Indonesia

Assistant Vice President - Data
Analytics,
Sun Life
Indonesia

SVP of Data,
Bukalapak
Indonesia

CTO,
Pinjam Modal
Indonesia

PT Bank Rakyat,
Head of AI
Indonesia

Vice President - Asia,
Alteryx

SPEAKERS

PROF. DR. IR. ARWIN SUMARI

KATRINA BRIEDIS

NAZIER ARIFFIN

Senior Officer,
Indonesian Air Force,
Adjunct Professor,
Politeknik Negeri Malang
Indonesia

Sr. Product Marketing Manager,
APAC,
Denodo
Australia

VP of Investments & Business
Advisory,
Telkomsel Investments
Indonesia

RUDI ADIANTO

RHEZANDRA PRIATAMA

SHITALKUMAR R SUKHDEVE

VP, Enginering & Data,
Alodokter
Indonesia

Chief Technology Officer,
Sekolah.mu
Indonesia

Senior Data Scientist (AVP),
PT. Smartfen Telecom
Indonesia

SATCHIT JOGLEKAR

DR. IR. FIRDAUS BASBETH

RAJESH GROVER

DR. ENG. AYU PURWARIANTI

Regional Director, ASEAN
Emerging Markets,
Snowflake
Singapore

Group VP- Digital and
Omnichannel,
Kanmo Group
Indonesia

Director of Publication and
Marketing,
KORIKA
Indonesia

Head of Artificial Intelligence
Center,
Bandung Institute of Technology
Indonesia

SPEAKERS

BENEDIKTA SATYA

AMIT PANDA

TAUHID ABDDUL JALIL

Country Director,
Searce
Indonesia

Group Head of Data and
Analytics,
Sinarmas Financial (SMMA) Group
Indonesia

Principal Consultant, Southeast
Asia
Laiye

JEAN-MARC PROVOST

LADY KAUTSAR

SAMUEL NAHUSULY

Director Digital and
Conversational AI,
Genesys
Singapore

Researcher,
Ministry of Agriculture
Indonesia

Investor,
Insignia Ventures Partners
Indonesia

EVA DORMAULI

MUHAMAD ERZA AMINANTO

MUHAMAD RISQI

ARYO ADINUGROHO

AVP Sales for Small and Medium
Division BRI,
PT. Bank Rakyat Indonesia
Persero Tbk
Indonesia

Assistant Professor (Data Science),
Monash University Indonesia
Indonesia

Senior Research Scientist,
Jakarta Smart City
Indonesia

General Partner,
SNM Ventures
Indonesia

SPEAKERS

ALDILA SEPTIADI

Head of Marketing Technology,
PT. Erajaya Swasembada, Tbk.
Indonesia

Rexi Christopher
Venture Partner
Init-6

The banks of the future will employ artificial
intelligence to personalise consumer experiences in
addition to personalising their services and products”

Indra Hidayatullah

Data Management & Analytics, Division Head,
PT Bank Tabungan, Negara (Persero) Tbk
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MEDIA COVERAGE

SOCIAL MEDIA COVERAGE

SOCIAL MEDIA COVERAGE

SPONSORS AND PARTNERS
SUPPORTING PARTNERS

LEAD SPONSOR

EXECUTIVE ROUNDTABLE PARTNER

SPONSORS AND PARTNERS
GOLD SPONSORS

SILVER SPONSOR

BRONZE SPONSOR

INVESTMENT PARTNERS

SPONSORS AND PARTNERS
MEDIA PARTNERS

Attendee Breakdown
Collective Buying Capacity
of Attending Delegates

AI Solutions Execution
Time-frame

Top 12 Industries Represented
Banking, Financial Services, Insurance
E-commerce / Retail

US$ 1B and above

Education Management

US$ 1M - US$ 10M
14%
39%

Less than US$ 1M

Entertainment

61%

20%

FMCG/CPG

19%

Government Administration

9%

US$ 10M US$ 100M

11%

14%

13%

US$ 100M US$ 500M

HealthCare

Beyond 6
months (20%)

3 - 6 months
(61%)

Logistics and Supply Chain

Within the next
3 months (19%)

Manufacturing
Mining

US$ 500M - US$ 1B

Oil & Gas
Telecommunications

ATEENDEES Seniority Breakdown
C Suite

45%

CEOs
CDOs
CIOs
CTO
CISOs

other Senior Leaders

Division Leaders

35%

Head of AI
Head of Security
Head of Innovation
Head of Technology
Head of Digital Transformation

20%

VPs
SVPs
AI Architects
Global VPs
Procurement Director / Officers

27%
13%
3%
2%
5%
9%
6%
7%
10%
4%
8%
6%
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